A New Remote Accessory Solution

5 things that make Lenovo Go a great choice for your customers.
Our family of purpose-built PC accessories will make a hybrid workforce more collaborative and productive in many ways. In particular, it will help them to:

1. **Be empowered**
   - With space-saving, purpose-built PC accessories that are designed to work better together, anywhere can become a collaborative workspace.

2. **Be flexible**
   - Remote working’s a breeze with portable, easy-to-use tools, including wireless mice, Bluetooth® headsets, laptop power banks, and more.

3. **Be heard**
   - Microsoft Teams, Zoom, and other VoIP calls are enhanced with noise-cancelling technology and crystal-clear audio.
Be motivated
• From background noises to lack of power or workspace, our human-inspired devices make remote working easier, keeping everyone more engaged, anywhere.

Be self-sufficient
• With Lenovo Go Central software, Your end-users can self-manage and control their Lenovo Go accessories from one place, via our Lenovo Go Central app.
With Lenovo Go, everyone is now free to make the world their office.

**Lenovo Go Input Category:**
Multi-purpose and multi-device functionality, support for many surfaces, wireless charging, and ergonomic designs - all of these are essential for the modern workplace.

**Lenovo Go Power Category:**
Quick charging the notebooks, USB-C connection, simultaneously charge multiple devices, wireless Qi charging and contact-based wireless charging.

**Lenovo Go Audio Category:**
Noise cancellation, acoustic echo control, automatic gain control, Microsoft Teams certified, and much more.

**Lenovo Go Storage Category:**
Portable, hard case protection, dedicated storage compartments, and light and minimalist design.